A SIMPLE STORY OF COMMUNICATION

CASE STUDY:
REAL ESTATE
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BEFORE WE BEGIN

Based out of Indianapolis, nimboIP specializes in managed voice services.
But don’t worry. They aren’t your typical communications provider. With a
steadfast dedication to alter the way SMBs view communication, nimboIP is
making long-distance strides to transform the standard voice solution.
And how exactly are they doing this?
With a fixed monthly cost, a whole lot of simplicity, and an
innovative open source platform.
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THE STORY BEGINS …
It was 2008. The real estate market was
hurting, and realtors everywhere were
closing their doors for good. In an effort to
consolidate costs and keep things moving
forward, three separate realty firms decided
to combine offices.
However, they had one major problem:
communication.
With many of their employees working
from home or on the road, things were
pretty hectic. They desperately wanted
to avoid giving out personal cell phone
numbers and hoped to brand their office
line. At the same time, they needed to
keep costs down and simplify the
communication process in general.
So, naturally, they approached nimboIP.

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN.
A Dismal Economy + A Tanking Industry = A Dire Situation
A Dire Situation = A Need For Change
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AND SO THE STORY CONTINUES.
nimboIP was certainly up for the challenge. But what exactly were the challenges they
needed to help these realtors overcome? Let’s go ahead and lay them all out.

THE CHALLENGES
1. The realtors needed a way to successfully combine three separate real estate
offices into one high-performing business.
2. With employees running from place to place, it became incredibly important for
these realtors to simplify communication and improve flexibility.
3. It was no longer an option to give out personal cell phone numbers. This particular
company needed to brand its company lines — yet keep things highly mobile.
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A FAIRYTALE ENDING, INDEED.
The communication experts at nimboIP rolled up their sleeves and went to work. With careful
planning and a bit of strategy, the team laid out a path to modern, cost-efficient communication.

THE SOLUTION
1. The company was introduced to a mobile application for staying in touch. This
connected app gives the realtors instant access to their voicemails, faxes, and
calls — no matter where they are.
2. A web-based console allows this team of realtors to route business calls to their
cell phones or home phones — without giving out their personal numbers.
3. The realtors received an easy-to-remember branded phone number that keeps
things consistent and simplifies customer inquiries.
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THE BENEFITS
ARE FELT THROUGHOUT.
nimboIP was able to help these realtors streamline communication and modernize
operations. By doing so, this company felt the impact across their business.

THE BENEFITS
1. Streamlined Communication
2. Modern Tools and Features
3. Improved Mobility and Flexibility
4. Greater Consistency and Brand Awareness
5. Improved Productivity and Better Customer Service
6. A Greater Competitive Edge
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nimboIP
5225 Emco Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
Indianapolis:317-574-1000
Bloomington: 812-727-3700
Schererville: 219-865-4200
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